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As the magazine of the nation’s oldest and largest environmental nonprofit, Sierra has a 
readership of more than 1 million engaged and educated citizens. 

Many thanks for your participation.  

School name:

Contact name and title:

Contact phone:

Contact email:

School city and state:

Number of students:

HONOR PLEDGE: By completing and submitting this questionnaire, you are certifying that 
all statements in this document are true to the best of your knowledge.

INITIAL: ______________ DATE: ______________

We at Sierra, the award-winning magazine of the Sierra Club, are compiling information for 
our fifth annual “Coolest Schools” issue, which will rate American colleges and universities 
according to their environmental practices, green initiatives, and caliber of sustainability-
oriented education. 

Schools that score highly in these realms may be contacted for further discussion and will 
receive recognition in the magazine’s September/October issue. Please download this 
interactive PDF and fill it out as thoroughly as possible. Save it with your responses as 2011_
coolschools_your school’s name and email it to cool.schools@sierraclub.org no later 
than April 20, 2011.

Note that this questionnaire will become a public document and that we will not be altering 
your responses before publishing them online. Questions left blank will receive no credit, 
and if a question requests a percentage, you must provide a number to receive a score. If you 
need more space to answer a question, you may attach pages. The scoring key will be available 
online once the issue is published.



Category 1: Energy Supply
1. Please break down the energy types that your campus uses for electricity by percentage. 
If your school purchases its electricity from a utility company, this information should be 
available from that company. If you insert a number into the “other” category, specify the 
energy source.

____% Coal      ____% Wind      ____% Biomass
 
____% Natural gas       ____% Solar     ____% Geothermal

____% Nuclear    ____% Hydro       ____% Other _____________________
 

2. What type(s) of energy does your campus use for heating buildings? If you insert a number 
into the “other” category, specify the energy source.

____% Coal    ____% Biomass ____% Electricity

____% Natural gas  ____% Geothermal ____ % Fuel oil

____% Other _____________________

If cogeneration, please explain. 



Category 2: Efficiency
1. What percentage of campus buildings completed within the past five years have a LEED 
certification of at least silver, or an equivalent rating from another certifier? (If an equivalent 
rating, please specify which rating and certifier.)

_______%

2. What percentage of water used for campus landscaping is from recovered, reclaimed, or 
untreated sources? 
_______%

3. What percentage of campus lighting fixtures, including indoor and outdoor, are energy 
efficient (e.g., compact fluorescent, LED, or equipped with motion sensors, automatic daylight 
shutoff, or other energy-conserving features)? 

_______%

4. What percentage of campus appliances are Energy Star–rated?

_______%

5. Does your school have in place energy-efficiency retrofitting programs, such as improving 
building insulation or sealing ducts? If yes, by what percentage have these programs reduced 
(or will they reduce) consumption over a three-year period?

____No 

____Yes   _______%

6. Does your school have a program to monitor, record, and assess patterns of electricity and 
water consumption as a means of regularly evaluating and improving buildings’ environmental 
performance? If yes, provide the percentage of buildings monitored for each and describe the 
program.

Electricity:
____No 

____Yes   _______%

Water:
____No 

____Yes   _______%

____No 

____Yes   _______%



Category 3: Food
1. What percentage (in dollars) of food served at cafeterias is grown or raised within 100 miles 
of campus?

_______%

2. What percentage (in dollars) of food served at campus cafeterias is USDA-certified organic?

_______%

3. Do campus cafeterias source seafood that is deemed sustainable by the Marine Stewardship 
Council, the Monterey Bay Aquarium’s Seafood Watch Program, or a similar program?

4. What is the dollar amount spent on all cafeteria meat purchases per year? What is the total 
number of cafeteria meals served? If the meat is produced sustainably (for example, free-range 
or grass-fed), please explain.

5. Are nutritionally complete vegetarian and/or vegan options available at every meal?

6. Is bottled water sold or distributed on campus?

7. Does your school maintain a campus farm or garden on which students can work? 



Category 4: Academics
1. Does your school offer environment- and/or sustainability-related majors, such as 
environmental studies, ecology, or sustainable agriculture? If so, list up to six.

2. Does your school offer classes about clean technologies, including topics such as energy 
efficiency and solar-wind engineering? If so, list up to five.

3. Does your school provide students with a list of environmental and/or sustainability classes 
to make such courses easy to identify? Please provide a link, if available.

4. Please provide names of up to four standout professors who work on environmental and/
or sustainability issues. List their primary accomplishments, including awards, honors, and 
noteworthy publications.

5. Is your school associated with any environment- and/or sustainability-related centers, 
programs, or research institutions? If so, please provide their names and a description.

6. Is an environment-themed class a core curriculum requirement? If yes, please provide the 
name(s) of the course(s).

7. What percentage of academic departments offer environment- or sustainability-related 
classes?

_______%



Category 5: Purchasing
1. Does your school have a university-wide sustainable-purchasing policy? If yes, briefly 
explain.

2. What percentage of paper used on campus is made from at least 30% postconsumer recycled 
content?

_______%

3. Does your school purchase paper that is Forest Stewardship Council–certified?

4. Does your school have a policy to purchase electronics that have Electronic Product 
Environmental Assessment Tool (EPEAT) certification (or similar)? If yes, please describe.

5. Does your school have packaging agreements with suppliers that minimize waste? If yes, 
please describe.

6. Does your school specify in its purchasing contracts that products with energy-saving 
features be installed or delivered with these features enabled? 



Category 6: Transportation
1. Does your school provide a free shuttle service around campus and town? If yes, briefly 
explain.

2. What percentage of your school’s vehicle fleet is hybrid or electric or uses sustainable 
biofuels? 

_______%

3. List specific steps your school has taken to promote walking and bicycling as transportation 
methods.

4. Does your school offer its students and employees incentives to carpool, take public transit, 
or use some other form of communal transportation? If yes, please describe.

5. Approximately what percentage of students commute to school in a car?

_______%

6. Approximately what percentage of faculty and staff commute to work in a car?

_______%



Category 7: Waste Management
1. What is your campus’s current waste-diversion rate (i.e., percentage of campus waste being 
diverted from landfills)?

_______%

2. Are recycling receptacles readily available throughout campus? If yes, please describe. 

3. Are recycling bins readily available at large events such as football games?

4. Does your school compost? If yes, are compost receptacles available at all or most on-
campus dining locations? Are compost receptacles available at all or most food-preparation 
facilities (i.e., cafeteria and restaurant kitchens)?

5. Does your school have a stated commitment to waste-reduction goals, such as zero waste? If 
applicable, briefly explain the plan of action.

6. Does your school administer a donation program for clothing and other used goods when 
students are moving out of campus housing? If so, are bins placed in every dormitory? 



Category 8: Administration
1. Is environmental sustainability part of your institution’s mission statement or guiding 
principles? If so, please provide the text or a link.

2. Does your school employ at least one person dedicated to overseeing campus environmental 
initiatives, such as a sustainability coordinator, or have a sustainability task force or committee? 
Is the coordinator position part-time or full-time?

3. Does your school have a formal policy to integrate life-cycle cost analysis into plans for 
constructing or renovating buildings? If yes, please explain. 

4. Has your school made an official commitment to reducing its impact on climate change by 
setting goals of emissions reductions by a certain date? If yes, does your school have a plan for 
achieving these reductions? If so, briefly explain the plan.

5. Has your school conducted a complete greenhouse-gas-emissions audit of its campus?

6. Has your school achieved a reduction in total annual carbon emissions? If yes, please explain 
and provide the benchmark year and percentage.



Category 9: Financial Investments
1. Is all information about your school’s endowment fund publicly available? Briefly explain.

2. Does your school have an investment-responsibility committee that considers and acts on 
environmental issues? If so, provide key examples of actions it has taken.

3. Does your school have, or is it planning to implement, a formal policy that restricts or 
prohibits investments in fossil fuels? If yes, briefly explain.

4. What percentage of your school’s overall endowment is invested in companies or funds that 
further renewable energy and clean technology?

_______%



Category 10: Other Initiatives
1. Have any of your school’s students effected positive environmental change on a campus, 
state, or national level? If so, please describe. (To nominate a specific student for greater 
attention in our coverage, please email cool.schools@sierraclub.org with his or her name, 
accomplishments, and contact information. For privacy reasons, please do not include 
students’ contact information here).

2. Have students participated in regional or national environmental challenges or events such 
as the Solar Decathlon or environmental design contests? If so, which events and how did they 
do?

3. Has your school set aside part of its campus as natural habitat, stipulated limited campus 
development, or enacted programs preserving its land? If so, please explain.

4. Does your school adhere to an indoor air-quality policy (e.g., the mandated use of nontoxic 
cleaning supplies or paints)? If yes, describe the policy.

5. Does your school offer outdoor- or field-based classes or academic programs? If so, please 
list and describe up to three. (To nominate a specific program for greater attention in our 
coverage, please email cool.schools@sierraclub.org with a detailed description and the 
program coordinator’s contact information.) 

6. Does your school offer campus-sponsored, nature-based extracurricular activities to students 
and/or faculty? If yes, please list and describe up to three. 



Category 10: Other Initiatives {continued}

7. What specific actions, if any, has your school taken to improve its environmental 
sustainability since spring 2010? Please list and describe.

8. Use this space to address any other unique or interesting sustainability initiatives at your 
school that have not already been mentioned:

Please save this PDF with your answers and email it to cool.schools@sierraclub.org
no later than April 20, 2011. Thank you very much for your participation.


	Text163: Stanford University
	Text164: Fahmida Ahmed, Assoicate Director, Sustainability & Energy Management
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	Text188: n/a
	Text189: Approximately 98% of Stanford's electricity comes from the on-campus cogeneration facility fueled by natural gas. Approximately 2% of Stanford's electricity comes from on-campus renewable energy sources, exclusively solar panels. The Leslie Sun Field Station at Jasper Ridge has a 20kW PV system and solar thermal water heating. Synergy House has a 10kW PV system. A 30kW PV system offsets energy used for pumping water into a storage reservoir, and the new Yang + Yamazaki Environment + Energy Building (Y2E2) showcases three types of PV systems for a total of 12kW. The newly opened Huang Engineering Center (HEC) and the Center for Nanoscale Engineering (Nano) each have 30kW solar installations (http://www.buildingdashboard.com/clients/stanford/engineering/). The Graduate School of Business' new Knight Management Center will have a 500kW solar PV array live in April 2011. The President's residence has a PV installation that supplies all of the home's electricity. Stanford has the potential to supply up to the 10% of its electricity needs with PV and a proposal to add this capacity is under review.
	Text190: The vast majority of campus building heating needs are met by steam generated from Stanford's cogeneration facility fueled by natural gas. The remainder is provided by natural-gas fired furnaces or boilers at the building level. In October 2009, Stanford released an Energy and Climate Plan that can result in campus GHG emissions 20% below 1990 levels by 2020. This can be accomplished via a three-pronged approach focused on improving energy efficiency in existing buildings, ensuring high efficiency standards in new construction, and a greener energy supply. One supply solution proposes a major conversion from the existing combined heat and power cogeneration plant to a university-owned and operated separate heat and power plant with heat recovery. The innovative heat recovery facility can capture low-grade/waste heat from buildings and convert it to usable heat. Furthermore, the plan includes conversion of the entire campus steam distribution system to a hot water system, a process already underway for some regions. The new power supply system promises major cost, greenhouse gas, and water use reductions for the Stanford campus.To access the complete Stanford Climate and Energy Plan, please follow this link:http://sustainable.stanford.edu/climate_action
	Text191: 
	Text192: At Stanford, the decision to pursue formal LEED certification or other equivalent ratings is left to deanship discretion to determine if such a rating supports the academic mission of an individual school. However, Stanford's sustainable building guidelines for new construction projects (http://sustainablestanford.stanford.edu/guidelines) equate to LEED Gold. For example, they target energy efficiency in new buildings 30% below California Title 24/ASHRAE 90.1 (2004) and water use 25% below similar existing buildings. Stanford's schools independently opt for LEED certification. The 360,000 sq-ft Graduate School of Business, set to fully occupy in April 2011, is actively seeking LEED Platinum certification and has completed its design submittal to the USGBC. The four new SEQ buildings were designed well beyond Stanford guidelines, and Y2E2, the first building to occupy, continues to perform 42% better than code-allowed energy consumption and uses 90% less potable water than comparable campus buildings.
	Text193: 85
	Text194: Untreated lake water (runoff collected in two campus reservoirs) is the primary source of landscape irrigation. Stanford uses ET controllers, as well as drought-tolerant planting to further reduce landscape water demand. Active turf reduction programs include replacement of 100,000 sq-ft of football practice field with synthetic field turf, elimination of more than 35% of turf in graduate student housing, and a rebate program for faculty/staff housing offering $75 - $150 per 100 sq-ft of turf eliminated.
	Text195: 95
	Text196: For 17 years Stanford has had an Energy Retrofit Program that uses a variety of technologies to achieve energy savings.  As a result of this program, and the University's sustainable building standards for new construction and major renovations, it is estimated that Stanford has 95% fluorescent or other energy-efficient lighting fixtures. All exterior lighting has daylight shutoff.
	Text197: n/a
	Text198: Stanford's building portfolio, mostly mixed-use laboratory buildings, is not compatible with Energy Star ratings, but 86,000 sq-ft of new single family staff/faculty housing was recently rated. New office equipment and new dining appliances are now required to be Energy Star-rated. Stanford is currently working with suppliers to flag all catalog-ordering items with ENERGY STAR indicators. Much of this information is on websites by product, but it is not information provided by the supplier for tracking purposes. Therefore, the current purchase information does not include this detail in the description. There is no ENERGY STAR metric set up for research-grade ultra low temperature freezers (a large volume purchase for the University), thus the establishment of the Cash for Clunkers freezer retirement program (http://news.stanford.edu/news/2010/june/freezer-retirement-program-060210.html).
	Check Box199: Off
	Check Box200: Yes
	Text201: 6
	Text202: Yes. Stanford has implemented multiple programs to improve energy-use efficiency on campus, including the Energy Retrofit Program (ERP), the Whole Building Retrofit Program (WBRP), and various Zone Management building improvement programs, all of which have been in operation for many years, thus savings over the past three years do not reflect the total savings generated from these programs.Since 1993 Stanford‘s ERP has provided more than $10 million for projects to improve energy efficiency, reduce building costs, reduce utility demand, and decrease maintenance costs. The result is an estimated cumulative savings of more than 240 million kilowatt-hours of electricity, or about 15 months of the university‘s current use. ERP projects are low-risk and use technologies that are well understood. In addition, the Whole Building Retrofit Program is an effort to identify energy efficiency measures through comprehensive energy studies in Stanford’s largest buildings. The original study of twelve buildings identified $4 million of annual savings at a first cost of $15 million dollars. Eight projects are now complete and four are in construction. The second group of 12 buildings are expected to achieve almost $6 million of annual energy savings with a construction cost of roughly $27 million. Six of these projects are in either Phase I or Phase II design, and the six remaining buildings will be addressed throughout 2011.Please visit this link for more details:http://sustainable.stanford.edu/energy_initiatives
	Check Box203: Off
	Check Box204: Yes
	Text205: 100
	Text206: Yes. All campus buildings are fully metered for electricity and other energy services (steam, chilled water). In addition to extensive metering, all major campus buildings have been equipped with advanced operational programs to maximize building energy efficiency. These include advanced systems scheduling that turns down or turns off building energy systems when rooms are unoccupied and sophisticated programs for energy "leak" detection that alert facilities management of any anomaly.Please visit the following link for more information:http://lbre.stanford.edu/sem/energy_services_group
	Check Box207: Off
	Check Box208: Yes
	Text209: 100
	Text210: Yes. All campus building are fully metered for water consumption. Since 1987, more than 1,300 meters have been installed on buildings, irrigation services, and main lines to measure and track water consumption on campus (both potable and non-potable). Please visit this link for more information:http://lbre.stanford.edu/sem/water_conservation
	Text211: 38**
	Text212: **Stanford continues to define local food as being sourced within 150 miles of campus. Using that definition, 40% of the food purchased is local. Stanford Dining, which has a full-time sustainability coordinator, purchases local produce from over 150 growers through select local distributors.Please visit these links for more information:http://www.stanford.edu/dept/rde/dining/purchasing.htmhttp://www.stanford.edu/dept/rde/dining/pdfs/2010_SustainabilityReport.pdf
	Text213: 8
	Text214: At present 100% of fat-free milk, 50% of yogurt, and 100% of hamburger patties are USDA-certified organic. Stanford Dining also has a partnership with 27 local farms to supply organic produce.
	Text215: Yes. Stanford Dining is an institutional partner with the Seafood Watch Program at the Monterey Bay Aquarium. Above 74% of seafood purchased falls into the "best choices" or "good alternatives" categories with the goal of achieving 100% during the current academic year (data compilation in progress). Stanford's Hopkins Marine Station is located adjacent to the aquarium and compliments Stanford Dining's commitment to sustainable seafood.
	Text216: Stanford Dining does not publicly release total dollar figures. However, Stanford spends $0.38 per meal on meat, excluding seafood, and $0.45 per meal including seafood. Stanford's meat purchases can be further broken down as follows:-- 20% of beef, pork, and lamb purchases were “grass-fed”, by the definition that they never ate commercially purchased grains.-- 24% of beef, pork, and lamb purchases were “natural”, to mean they were given no antibiotics or hormones.  This includes grass-fed beef purchases.-- 31% of poultry purchases were “free range”, as defined by the USDA standards for organically raised poultry.-- 74% of  seafood purchases were classified as “best choices” or “good alternatives” by the Monterey Bay Aquarium Seafood Watch.Stanford Dining actively educates students about the environmental impact of meat consumption, including a collaborative event with 350.org called "Climate Conscious Food Week" during which students are given incentives to consume vegetarian or vegan entrees. Stanford Dining has engaged behavioral scientists and other faculty on campus to better understand how to communicate to students and/or design operations to encourage less meat consumption.
	Text217: Yes. Stanford Dining offers vegetarian and/or vegan options at every meal at every campus eatery. All vegetarian, vegan, and gluten-free entrees are noted as such on the menu. Stanford Dining has a comprehensive sustainable food labeling system so students can have more of a connection to their food and make healthy, sustainable meal choices.
	Text218: Over the last few years there has been widespread replacement of bottled water with water filters. Stanford Dining gave each student with a meal plan a reusable water bottle, and does not offer bottled water in the dining halls. Major campus events, such as Reunion/Homecoming, New Student Orientation, Commencement, and Parent's Weekend have made major strides towards totally eliminating bottled water. Bottled water is available at athletic-type events with a diverse audience, and bottled water is stored on campus for safety as part of an earthquake preparedness program.
	Text219: Yes. Stanford has a one-acre student-run farm, as well as six community herb and vegetable gardens outside the dining halls, two funded by the Office of Sustainability. All supply produce to the dining halls. The campus garden and farm policy and practice is to use organic methods exclusively. Stanford employs a full-time farm educator in the School of Earth Sciences. She teaches sustainable agriculture classes and runs the educational space at the community farm. Please visit these link for more information:http://www.stanford.edu/group/scfarm/http://www.stanford.edu/dept/rde/dining/gardens.htm
	Text220: Yes. There are more than 20 environment- and/or sustainability-related majors. All seven schools (Business, Law, Medicine, Humanities & Sciences, Earth Sciences, Engineering, & Education) and multiple research institutions (see Question 5 below) offer environmental programs, and the Initiative on Environment and Sustainability is one of four core interdisciplinary curriculum objectives. Examples of majors, minors, and graduate degree programs are as follows (note, there are many more than six): (1) Earth Systems (2) Energy Resource Engineering (3) Environmental Earth System Sciences (4) Geological and Environmental Sciences (5) Atmosphere and Energy Engineering (6) Interdisciplinary Program in Environment and Resources. 
	Text221: Yes. There are more than a dozen such classes offered this year, but some currently available favorites are as follows: (1) Renewable Energy for a Sustainable World [CHEM ENG] (2) Distributed Generation & Grid Integration of Renewables [CEE] (3) Electric Power: Renewables & Efficiency [CEE] (4) Renewable Energy Sources & Greener Energy Processes [EARTH SYS]. (5) Solar Energy Conversion [EE] (6) Green Buildings & Behavior [CEE] -- collaboration between students, research institutions, and the Office of Sustainability to implement behavioral conservation programs that support the climate and energy plan. 
	Text222: Yes, there are more than 553 environmental and/or sustainability focused or related classes offered by 44 departments spread over all seven schools. There are two websites where students can find this information, organized in files sorted by department:http://sustainable.stanford.edu/studentshttp://earthsystems.stanford.edu/courses/
	Text223: (1) Paul Ehrlich, author of "The Population Bomb" among other relevant books (2) Gretchen Daily, awarded the 2008 Sophie Prize by Norway’s Sophie Foundation, co-founder of the Natural Capital Project to quantify the economic value of ecosystems and the services they provide (3) Harold Mooney, shared the 2008 Tyler Prize for Environmental Achievement (4) Chris Field, winner of the Heinz Award in 2009, director of the Carnegie Institution's Department of Global Ecology, Professor of Biology, Professor of Environmental Earth System Science, and FSI Senior Fellow (5) David Lobell winner of the 2010 James B. Macelwane Medal from the AGU.A Stanford University research team including professors Byron Reeves, Thomas Robinson, Banny Banerje, Precourt research associated Carrie Armelhas and 14 other faculty co-investigators, was awarded $6.27 million to develop an interactive software system that encourages people to be more energy efficient at home. The funding, which covers a two-year period, includes $4,992,651 from the U.S. Department of Energy’s Advanced Research Projects Agency-Energy (ARPA-E) and about $1.28 million in matching grants is anticipated to come from Stanford and the California Energy Commission. The Stanford team will focus on “smart technologies” designed to give consumers information about household energy consumption. For more information, please visit: (http://news.stanford.edu/news/2009/october26/energy-efficiency-funds-102709.html) and (http://www.stanford.edu/group/peec/cgi-bin/docs/events/2010/becc/presentations/2F_CarrieArmel.pdf)There are many other standout Stanford professors who work on environmental and/or sustainability issues. The complete listing can be found here:http://woods.stanford.edu/search/dbsearch.htmlNote that the late Steve Schneider, one of several Stanford scientists participating in IPCC work, the scientific panel that shared the Nobel Peace Prize with former Vice-President Al Gore, was a Stanford professor until his untimely passing in July 2010. The book, "Science as a Contact Sport: Inside the Battle to Save Earth's Climate," was published shortly before his death.
	Text224: (1) The Woods Institute for the Environment creates practical solutions for people and the planet. <http://woods.stanford.edu>(2) Precourt Institute for Energy promotes energy efficient technologies via economically attractive deployment. <http://peec.stanford.edu>(3) The Global Climate & Energy Project seeks new sustainable energy solutions for a growing world. <http://gcep.stanford.edu>(4) The Carnegie Institution for Science explores behavior of earth systems and response to changes. <http://dge.stanford.edu/>
	Text225: There is significant momentum on campus to make I-Earth a core requirement (a set of courses to provide an introduction to planet earth). The current vision is a structure similar to I-Hum, with a set of courses, either currently taught or newly developed, that are designed to explore how Earth works; to grapple with the complex interconnections between human systems and natural systems; to think in new ways about sustainability, management of resources and protection of our environment. At Stanford, 125 faculty are dedicated to teaching courses that consider the environment and/or sustainability. All seven schools, many institutions, and even the Office of Sustainability offer classes. The Initiative on Environment and Sustainability has impacted the core curriculum and increased the emphasis on interdisciplinary education in related fields. A student effort is also underway to add a sustainability path for completion of the "Education for Citizenship" General Education Requirement.Pleas visit this link for more information: http://thestanfordchallenge.stanford.edu/get/layout/tsc/Environment.
	Text226: 67
	Text227: All seven (100%) of Stanford's schools offer such classes. Out of 66 major fields of undergraduate study, 44 offer such classes. See the course list referenced previously in Question 3 of this category.
	Text228: Yes. Stanford's Procurement Department developed Environmentally Preferable Purchasing (EPP) Guidelines. The full text of these sustainable procurement guidelines can be found here: http://sustainable.stanford.edu/purchasing. Consistent with Stanford’s sustainability goals the purpose of this policy is to support and facilitate the purchase of products and materials that minimize harmful effects to the environment from their production, transportation, use and disposal. It is Stanford’s goal to purchase and use Environmentally Preferable Products whenever they perform satisfactorily and can be acquired at similar total value (taking into account quality and Life Cycle Cost). The four main policy guidelines are as follows: (1) Stanford personnel will be encouraged to purchase Environmentally Preferable Products -- including minimized packaging/waste [see Question 4 in this category] (2) Stanford will promote the use of Environmentally Preferable Products, practices and suppliers by developing and implementing University-wide preferred supplier contracts and product standards (3) Stanford's Procurement Department will make every effort to secure contracts with suppliers that are environmental leaders in their respective markets whenever practicable and (4) Stanford will procure Environmentally Preferable Products with criteria established by governmental or other widely-recognized authorities (Energy Star, EPA Eco Purchasing Guidelines, etc.).
	Text229: 62
	Text230: Through education and outreach, including the procurement team's focus on a paper reduction campaign, the percentage of paper purchased that is made from at least 30% post-consumer recycled content increased considerably compared to last year. Programs this year will seek to minimize the availability/attractiveness of paper made from virgin materials and work towards achieving 100% of purchases from at least 30% post-consumer recycled content paper.
	Text231: Yes, via the vendor Staples. Their house brand 30% and 100% Recycled Copy Paper is FSC Certified.  Stanford purchased 12,351 reams of Staples Brand Recycled copy paper in 2010. Stanford purchases both Xerox and HP office paper that is certified by the Sustainable Forestry Initiative (www.sfiprograms.org).
	Text232: Yes. All Stanford-recommended computer systems are EPEAT Gold certified. Stanford worked with its IT vendors in 2009 to secure these electronics at a special price, which further motivated students, faculty, and staff to make the best choice in their purchases.
	Text233: Yes. For example: (1) Stanford Dining minimizes waste via the Sustainable Food Program and the "Love Food, Hate Waste" campaign (2) In 2008, Stanford aggregated its furniture vendors from hundreds down to two that could meet stringent requirements (3) Procurement also renegotiated all expiring dining contracts to include environmentally preferable practice and bulk orders (4) Campus-wide IT server and storage RPFs include a no waste stipulation. A pilot Dell laptop/desktop purchase with bulk packaging produced significant results and will likely become university policy. (5) In June 2011, Sustainable Stanford will launch a campus-wide "Smart Buys" campaign targeting procurement and encouraging consolidation of office supply orders -- savings are projected to be significant in terms of waste minimization and avoided emissions. This campaign is designed to reduce the number of orders placed by faculty and staff. This will reduce the number of cardboard boxes, packing slips, and packing materials brought onto campus. 
	Text234: Yes. When IT configures machines, these features are enabled. Desktop Energy Management software is available for free to all faculty, staff, and students. This software has estimated savings of 2 million kWh/year in electricity for Stanford by turning off monitors and putting computers to sleep when not in use. Coupled with the SmartStrip program, where peripherals automatically turn off when a computer is in sleep mode, savings increase. As Climate Savers Computing members, Stanford committed to specifying systems that meet/exceed the latest ENERGY STAR specifications.
	Text235: Yes. As part of a comprehensive Transportation Demand Management Program, the 43-bus fleet provides free transit to the Stanford community, visitors, and the general public, averaging over 79,000 service hours annually. More than 160 stops utilizing 15 different lines bring riders to campus locations, regional transit systems, Stanford Hospital and Clinics, Stanford Linear Accelerator, and a large variety of local shopping, entertainment, and lodging destinations. All Marguerite buses run on 5% biodiesel from May through November, and Stanford added two diesel-electric hybrid buses in September 2009. All buses are wheelchair-accessible and have bike racks. Stanford's Parking and Transportation Services provides a schedule and interactive shuttle map featuring real-time data, including a predictive bus departure feature, allowing passengers to efficiently and confidently make their shuttle connections. Please visit this link for more information:http://transportation.stanford.edu/marguerite/
	Text236: 36
	Text237: There are now 366 purely electric vehicles and 12 hybrids. As mentioned above, the Marguerite fleet consists of 2 diesel-electric hybrid busses (fueled with 5% biodiesel from May - November), and 40 diesel vehicles fueled with 5% biodiesel from May through November).
	Text238: BICYCLING:The League of American Bicyclists designated Stanford a Platinum-Level Bicycle Friendly University. This year marks the inaugural year of such designations by the League and Stanford is the first and only university to achieve the platinum rating. Stanford’s high percentage of bike commuters (21.7%), education and safety programs, incentive programs, and the campus’s cycling infrastructure, contributed to the rating. Prior to the creation of the university-specific rating system, Stanford won the "Gold Level" Bicycle Friendly Communities Award for 2008 - 2012. Stanford employs a full-time bicycle program coordinator to assist faculty, staff, and students with registration, route planning, training, and safety. The campus features 17 miles of bike lanes, 10 miles of bike routes, 5 miles of bike paths and 12,000+ bike rack spaces. Ample shower facilities and clothing lockers are available. A full-service campus bike shop offers sales, rentals, repairs, accessories, and equipment. Stanford offers a free one-week rental of a folding bike and a $100 subsidy towards the purchase of such a bike. Helmet discounts, free rear lights and leg bands are available to all upon bike registration. Stanford also has nearly 100 bikes available for free through bike sharing programs on and off campus.Please visit the following for links for more information:http://bike.stanford.eduhttp://sustainable.stanford.edu/news_and_resources#platinumWALKING:All of the paths listed under the "bicycling" section above are also available as walking paths. In addition, the university maintains a number of "pedestrian only" zones were walking is possible in areas without bicycle or electric cart traffic, such as the main historic quad and the new science and engineering quad. Stanford's BeWell program, and incentive program for health and wellness, awards "berries" (wellness points) to those individuals who walk around campus. The free BeWell Walkers group provides walking maps, tips and tricks, group matching, fun facts, and other resources. It functions as a ten-week walking program where the goal is to gradually raise the level of physical activity incorporated into daily life. The program uses pedometers, online tracking logs, email coaching, and a step journal to drive success.
	Text239: Yes. Employees and students who do not commute by driving alone earn monthly cash payments via the Commute Club. Carpools and vanpools receive free parking passes, reserved spaces, and monthly subsidies. Eligible employees receive free passes for regional public transit systems including Caltrain, the Santa Clara VTA, the Dumbarton Express, and AC Transit’s “Stanford Express," a transbay service initiated and partially funded by Stanford. Stanford houses 95% of undergraduates, prohibits freshmen from bringing cars, provides alternative transportation information at new employee orientation, and assesses fees on new campus development to help fund alternative transportation programs. The free Marguerite bus system, a bike-friendly campus, discounts for on-campus Zipcar, and Stanford's 511 Ridematching Service further encourage alternative transportation.Please visit this link for a full explanation of all alternative transportation options & programs:http://transportation.stanford.edu/alt_transportation/AlternativeTransportation.shtml
	Text240: 13
	Text241: Over 95% of undergraduates and over 55% of graduate students live on campus and thus bike or walk. Of those who drive in a car, 3% of undergraduates drive alone and 1% carpool and 15% of graduate students drive alone and 20% carpool. When all students are combined, 10% drive alone and 3% carpool.
	Text242: 59
	Text243: Approximately 15% of faculty and staff reside on campus, and many of these individuals bike, walk, or use the Marguerite shuttle bus to commute. Of those who do drive, 48% drive alone and 11% carpool.
	Text244: 65
	Text245: Stanford's Waste Reduction & Recycling Program has increased the campus diversion rate from 30% in 1994 to 65% today, with an ultimate zero waste goal. Stanford recently received the American Forest and Paper Association's College/University Recycling Award (2009) and scored in the top 25 in numerous RecycleMania 2010 categories, including per capita (21), gorilla (3), paper (11), cardboard (20), bottles and cans (23), and food waste (6). RecycleMania 2011 results also continued this strong performance and improved standings in several categories: per capita (16), gorilla (2), paper (11), cardboard (12), bottles and cans (16), and food waste (17).
	Text246: Yes. There are over 4000 recycling bins on campus. Deployment of new bin labels across campus is currently underway. Labels were designed by Student Green Fund Grant winners (http://bgm.stanford.edu/pssi_flyers). In 2010, Stanford's waste minimization efforts continued with additional outfitting of public trash cans with recycling receptacles, including newly designed multipurpose furnishings. Stanford has a dual stream recycling program, thus there are actually two clearly labeled recycling containers for every one trash receptacle! Program outreach and activities, including waste audit participation, further increase campus and community awareness.Please visit the following link for more information:http://bgm.stanford.edu/home_pssi_main
	Text247: Yes. Stanford has a comprehensive recycling program for large events such as football games, including the use of student coordinators and recycling champions. Published Green Event Guidelines encourage recycling and compost awareness at special events of all kinds. New sustainability initiatives for minimizing waste at events such as Commencement and Reunions/Homecoming were developed and disseminated campus-wide in 2009, and special efforts to "green" Commencement were made via collaboration with many departments. Please visit the following links for more information:http://sustainable.stanford.edu/sites/sem.stanford.edu/files/documents/Stanford_green_event_guidelineshttp://bgm.stanford.edu/pssi_special_events
	Text248: Yes. As of March 2011, all dining halls, 43 student managed houses, more than half of the cafes, the medical school, graduate housing, and two elementary schools on campus have compostable material collection service. The food service facilities listed above have both "behind the counter" and "customer" composting. Stanford is currently diverting about 108 tons of food waste monthly. Office break rooms are the next target for the program, but 100% of campus buildings can request composting service, and there are resources available to help departments launch office composting programs, including a new "how to" guide (http://sustainable.stanford.edu/sites/sem.stanford.edu/files/documents/how_to_compost_guide.pdf).
	Text249: Yes. Stanford committed to continual improvement (less absolute total waste per year) and has a Zero Waste Working Team that is specifically targeting key initiatives on campus that can consistently reduce the waste footprint for Stanford and work towards a zero waste goal. The group's interim goal is a 75% waste diversion rate. More than 23 waste audits of trash from campus buildings have increased community awareness and involvement in the waste reduction program, as have cooperative programs offered with other departments such as Stanford Dining and event planning teams.
	Text250: Yes. Stanford runs a Green Move Out (http://www.stanford.edu/dept/rde/greenmoveout/). Collection points are available to every resident in every dormitory and large residence, as well as elsewhere around the campus. Clothing, shoes, furnishings, appliances, bedding, towels, books, utensils, dishware, bicycles and laundry supplies are collected for reuse. In addition, Stanford has an active athletic shoe recycling/reuse program that runs year-round, sending collected shoes to war torn regions around the globe through a local non-profit organizations. There is also growing momentum on campus for a student-run, year-round thrift store that would serve the entire Stanford community. The project is a recipient of a 2011 Student Green Fund Grant, and the store is expected to open in Fall 2011.
	Text251: Yes. Stanford‘s commitment is integrated in action, and resides in five locations:(1) The University‘s commitment to the E&S Initiative within the Stanford Challenge, a multi-year, $4.3B multi-disciplinary campaign aimed to produce new discoveries to address the most pressing research and academic challenges facing the world. The E&S Initiative target is $250M. (2) Via the Sustainable Stanford Statement of Principles. This a university-wide commitment to reduce environmental impact, preserve resources and show sustainability in action. Stanford is determined to lead in research, teaching and practice of sustainability. All stated principles are here: http://sustainable.stanford.edu/principles. (3) The Sustainable Stanford Year in Review (http://sustainable.stanford.edu/sites/sem.stanford.edu/files/documents/Stanford_year_in_review10-11_metrics-trends.pdf)(4) The Sustainable Development Study (http://sds.stanford.edu/). (5) The Climate & Energy Plan issued in October 2009, which allocates another $250 to  environmental sustainability. View the full plan here:(http://sustainable.stanford.edu/sites/sem.stanford.edu/files/documents/StanfordEnergyandClimatePlan_11-10.pdf)
	Text252: Yes. The Department of Sustainability & Energy Management and Stanford's Residential & Dining Enterprises employ more than 25 full-time sustainability professionals. Over 100 other staff have roles that involve sustainability (university architect, project management, grounds, IT services). The Sustainability Working Group convenes monthly to review policies and action on all key sustainability topics. There are 10 Sustainability Working Teams with at least 10 members each that focus on a specific topic area.Please visit the following link for more information on sustainability staff:http://sustainable.stanford.edu/program_staff
	Text253: Yes. The Project Delivery Process (PDP) at Stanford, executed by the Department of Project Management in concert with other internal and external stakeholders, includes a Life Cycle Cost Analysis (LCCA) for each new building and major renovation. To help guide that critical and significant process, Stanford formally published Guidelines for Life Cycle Cost Analysis in October 2005.  Both documents are available online. Please review:http://lbre.stanford.edu/dpm/sites/all/lbre-shared/files/docs_public/LCCA121405.pdfhttp://lbre.stanford.edu/dpm/sites/all/lbre-shared/files/docs_public/PDP_BrochureAugust2010_f.pdf
	Text254: Yes. Stanford's Energy and Climate Plan, released in October 2009, sets forth several options for solutions whereby the university can reduction in greenhouse gas emissions  20% below 1990 levels by 2020. One particular solution in the portfolio achieves this by converting the existing combined heat and power cogeneration plant (natural-gas-fired) to a separate heat and power plant with heat recovery. The innovative heat recovery plant can capture low-grade/waste heat from buildings and convert it to usable heat. The entire campus steam distribution system will be converted to a hot water system, a process that will happen regionally, and is already underway in the first three zones. Stanford will not use RECs, offsets, or other carbon instruments to achieve these emissions reductions.Please visit this link to view the complete plan: http://sustainable.stanford.edu/climate_actionPlease visit this link to watch a video overview:http://sustainable.stanford.edu/climate_video
	Text255: Yes. Stanford has completed five audits to date, and third-party verification is complete for the initial four years. Stanford is a member of the California Climate Action Registry (CCAR) and has completed a greenhous-gas-emissions audit each year since 2006 and reported results to the CCAR. In addition to these official CCAR GHG inventories, the campus has prepared unofficial inventories of its Scope III emissions and emissions attributed to steam and chilled water deliveries to SHC from Stanford’s Central Energy Facility (CEF).Emissions of the 5 other greenhouse gases identified in the Kyoto Protocol (methane, nitrous oxide, hydrofluorocarbons, perfluorocarbons, and sulphur hexafluoride) were reported to the CCAR for the first time in 2009. They comprise one-tenth of one percent of Stanford's total GHG emissions.For a full emissions inventory discussion, see the following: http://sustainable.stanford.edu/emissions_inventoryStanford’s certified emissions inventory can be viewed by following this link: https://www.climateregistry.org/CARROT/public/Reports.aspx.
	Text256: Yes. Despite campus growth, GHG emissions have remained basically constant, and therefore the GHG intensity on campus has decreased. GHG emissions from commuting (via the Transportation Demand Management Program) are already below 1990 levels. Stanford has consciously worked to reduce its total annual carbon emissions for more than two decades. Through its use of the natural-gas-fired cogeneration facility for all its energy supply since 1987, the Energy Conservation Incentive Program, and the Energy Retrofit Program, and the Whole Building Retrofit Program, the university has saved one year's worth of electricity in the last decade, despite campus growth. Emissions per GSF have declined accordingly. The comprehensive Energy and Climate plan will transform the cogeneration facility into a heat recovery plant and allow Stanford to reduce greenhouse gas emissions well below 1990 levels by 2020. Certified GHG emissions for 2008 were about 1% lower than the 2007 inventory.
	Text257: Through Stanford’s Annual Report, Stanford Management Company (SMC) publishes the University’s endowment performance at the asset allocation level measured against identified benchmarks and peers. This report is publicly available on both the University and SMC websites (http://bondholder-information.stanford.edu/home.html and   http://www.smc.stanford.edu/communication).  Stanford, like other large institutional investors, applies Modern Portfolio Theory (MPT) when investing endowment assets in domestic and global market funds and with fund managers.  To invest in funds and with fund managers, institutional investors are required to sign confidentiality agreements protecting the proprietary nature of fund portfolios.   SMC reports asset allocation holdings and performance as a percentage of the total endowment; Stanford does not publicly disclose endowment holdings below the asset allocation level.   
	Text258: Yes. The Stanford University has an Advisory Panel on Investment Responsibility and Licensing (APIR-L), which advises the Trustees’ Special Committee on Investment Responsibility (SCIR). The APIR-L is comprised of representatives from Stanford’s Community and includes faculty, students, alumni, and senior administrators.  The APIR-L:  (1) holds an Annual Town Hall Meeting inviting all community members to raise and discuss Investment Responsibility-related social issues; (2) provides a “Request For Review” (RFR) form which goes directly to the APIR-L and is available to all University Community members on its website; and (3) continually monitors core social issues (Diversity/Non-discrimination, Environment, Human Rights, Labor and Miscellaneous) whether contained in Community “RFRs,” shareholder social issue proxy resolutions, or covered in global political, social and/or business news stories. These efforts continue throughout the proxy season as well as the calendar year so that APIR-L and the SCIR can determine and decide whether Stanford’s Statement on Investment Responsibility (IR), and/or its IR Policy Statements and Proxy Voting Guidelines require updating.The university—operating through the APIR-L and the SCIR—has developed and decided upon certain Investment Responsibility Core Social Issue Policy Statements and Proxy Voting Guidelines which cover and address many current issues, including Environmental Sustainability.  Where it has decided upon such a guideline, the University’s Statement on Investment Responsibility directs that the University will “normally vote according to existing University Investment Responsibility Proxy Voting Guidelines.”  Stanford has currently identified 15 Environment issue sub-categories:  Air Quality; Biotechnology, Genetically Modified Organisms (GMO) and Living Modified Organisms (LMO); Board Environmental Oversight; Climate Change; Energy, Alternative Energy, and Arctic Drilling; Fair Trade; Lands (Biodiversity, Indigenous and Local People); Maquilladoras ; Nuclear-related; Risk Linked to Environmental Practices; Sustainable Environmental Practices (Energy Reduction, Land Use, Materials & Natural Resources Use, Material Recycling); Timber (Logging and Old-Growth Forests); Toxics (Chemical, Nuclear, PCBs, Radioactive); Water (Access, Clean Water, Privatization).  For example, Stanford has been active since 1998 in implementing a climate change guideline that states the following:“Stanford votes ‘Yes’ on resolutions requesting [that] companies analyze levels of greenhouse gas emissions, develop action plans to reduce them, report on significant company actions to remediate, reduce and/or eliminate them, and continually assess and report on material impacts caused by company action and/or inaction with respect to greenhouse gas emissions.”To view the complete Stanford Statement on Investment Responsibility, please visit:http://ucomm.stanford.edu/apir/mandate.html
	Text259: Stanford includes in its Environmental Sustainability Policy Statement and Proxy Voting Guidelines, support for environmental sustainability-related social issue proxy resolutions asking that companies implement, monitor, and regularly report their actions to implement, invest in, and develop clean, efficient alternative energy operations, products, and services; and reduce or end greenhouse gas or other toxic emissions in the air, water, and soil.
	Text260: 
	Text261: Stanford has investments in companies or funds that further renewable energy and clean technology, but does not publicly disclose holdings below the asset allocation level (see Category 9 Question 1). In addition to funding teaching and research in alternative, clean, efficient, renewable energy areas, Stanford continually explores similar new investment opportunities.
	Text262: Yes. More than 25 student groups at Stanford work towards environmental change. A list of major groups is available on the Sustainable Stanford website  (http://sustainable.stanford.edu/student_groups). Most of these groups combine undergraduate and graduate students, leveraging talent and passion to initiate change in everything from slow food to green living and solar cars. Of particular note this year, STAND, a student organization focused on preventing genocide, organized a campaign resulting in the the Stanford University Board of Trustees approved adoption of a new proxy voting guideline to address “conflict minerals” used frequently in the technology industry. The student effort was featured in the New York Times on 06-13-10. On 03-08-2010 the student organization "Green Alliance for Innovative Action" held a summit where U.S. Secretary of Energy Steven Chu presented the keynote address, "Meeting the Energy and Climate Challenge" and urged students to continue working for a national clean-energy revolution. More national coverage this year included a New York Times design feature titled “The Eco Look” highlighting student photographs demonstrating the trend of sustainable fashion on campuses nationwide. Several members of Students for a Sustainable Stanford donned their environmentally conscious clothing selections and posed throughout campus. Materials featured on the students included vintage and thrift-store purchases, inventive repurposing of discarded items, and fabric from bamboo and other rapidly renewable sources. The slideshow was highlighted in the AASHE Weekly Bulletin and remains available online via the New York Times website (http://www.nytimes.com/slideshow/2011/01/09/education/edlife/20110109-trendspotting-ss.html).The Stanford Student Green Fund provides grants ($30k annual total) for innovative student-driven projects designed to create a more sustainable campus. Current winners and reports can be found online (http://sustainable.stanford.edu/green_fund).
	Text263: Yes. (1) A team from the student group SWEP was one of six winners of a P3 grant at a national student sustainability competition held by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).  The  team proposed new ways to integrate renewable energy into California science standards.  As one of the six winners, the team received $75,000 to implement its project over the next two years (http://www.tapeandscissors.com/) (2) Stanford competed in the American Solar Challenge in 2010 and having won second place in the 3rd stage, the team is preparing to head to Australia for the World Solar Challenge later this year (http://americansolarchallenge.org/events/asc2010/about/asc/) (3) Stanford students won the 2009 AASHE award for Student Research on Campus Sustainability with their paper entitled: EVs with PVs: Analysis of Electric Vehicle Integration at Stanford University Using Solar PV Panels (4) Stanford Solar Car project competes in the World Solar Challenge and the North American Solar Challenge. The team has produced nine generations of award-winning cars, and the tenth-generation vehicle will compete in 2011. (5) Stanford's Green Living Council hosts "weekly green challenges" on campus for the Stanford community, as well as the annual Conservation Cup event http://glc.stanford.edu/greenchallenge (6) A Solar Decathlon team is currently working towards the 2011 competition, and the group is led by the SWEP student group.
	Text264: Yes. Over 60% of Stanford‘s 8,160 acres of land has been retained as undeveloped open space and oak woodland. This includes the Dish, Lake Lagunita, and the 1,200-acre Jasper Ridge biological preserve. Stanford completed a Sustainable Development Study which Santa Clara County approved in April 2009. This cross-department initiative addresses how the university will apply sustainable planning principles as it grows over the long term, and includes a specific chapter on Stanford‘s Sustainability Programs. As an example of controlled growth, in FY07 all new on-campus housing and 90% of other development were achieved by infill rather than an expanded footprint into greenfield areas. Stanford filed a Habitat Conservation Plan with US Fish & Wildlife Service to protect campus wildlife habitats, including those of three local threatened species. That plan is in the final stages of approval, and more information can be found online (http://hcp.stanford.edu/).
	Text265: Yes. Sustainable facility management, which includes indoor air-quality via green cleaning services, low/no VOC paints and coatings, chemical and pollutant source control, and regular preventative maintenance and inspections of air handling equipment is an important part of Stanford's operations. (1) For details on the green housekeeping & janitorial programs please visit the UGL webiste (http://www.ugl-unicco.com/facility-management/green-cleaning-services.asp)(2) For details on low VOC construction materials, please review Stanford's Guidelines for Sustainable Buildings (http://sustainablestanford.stanford.edu/sites/sem.stanford.edu/files/documents/Stanford_sustainable_guidelines.pdf) and the associated sections of the Facilities Design Guidelines(3) For an overview of IAQ within the operations and maintenance of Stanford's portfolio, please visit the fact sheet for existing buildings (http://sustainable.stanford.edu/sites/sem.stanford.edu/files/documents/Stanford_buildingops_facts_june_2010.pdf)
	Text266: Yes. Many of the classes on the list referenced in Category 4: Question 3 involve hands-on outdoor learning, including the following:(1) Hopkins Marine Station & Stanford at Sea Stanford@SEA is an exciting biological and oceanographic 16-unit course offered through Biological or Earth Sciences. Half the course occurs at Stanford University’s Hopkins Marine Station in Pacific Grove; the other half aboard the R/V Robert C. Seamans, which the Sea Education Association (SEA) operates in the Pacific Ocean with the support of the National Science Foundation. Please visit the website for more information (http://stanfordatsea.greatmarlinrace.org/)(2) Local Sustainable Agriculture through the Earth Systems Program includes field-based training in ecologically sound agriculture practices at the Stanford Community Farm; guest lectures from Bay Area farmers, agricultural educators, and food policy advocates; and a field trip to an educational farm. Weekly fieldwork led by an instructor with extensive organic farming experience. Topics include bed preparation, starting seedlings, composting, irrigation techniques, and harvesting methods. Please visit the website for more details (http://www.stanford.edu/group/scfarm/farming_class.html)(3) Stanford's Outdoor Education Program (OEP) / GES7, functions as a for-credit program that teaches wilderness and backpacking skills each quarter. SOEP also trains leaders who take incoming freshmen on week-long backpacking pre-orientation trips. trips.http://www.stanford.edu/class/ges7/cgi-bin/drupal//(4) CEE/ES 109: Greening Buildings & Behavior is a sustainability-focused service learning course offered each winter quarter. Co-sponsored by the Office of Sustainability and the Woods Institute for the Environment, the course supports the Building Level Sustainability Program (BLSP), an individual, action-based resource conservation program implemented at the building level. CEE/ES 109 features an overview of operations-based sustainability via presentations from faculty and staff experts on energy, water, buildings, waste, and food systems, as well as hands-on, practical training to enable students to become sustainability coordinators for their dorms or departments. The final class project requires students to complete building-level audits and create recommendations for behavior-based program implementation within a strategically selected building. 
	Text267: There are many opportunities for the entire Stanford community to engage in nature-based extracurricular activities. Students and faculty/staff are able to learn local ecology and field techniques at the Jasper Ridge Biological Preserve while being trained as a docent, volunteer at Stanford Community Farm, attend a campus sustainability tour and train to become a Y2E2 docent, and even perform a waste audit to help gather data on the status of Stanford's recycling program. In addition, more than 50% of the projects awarded Student Green Fund grants (15 over the past three years) are nature-based and community-focused. All students are eligible to apply for these grants, for which selection criteria favorably rates nature-based extracurricular projects, such as piloting green roof technology and installing rainwater catchment systems to supply water for gardens during the dry season (http://sustainable.stanford.edu/green_fund).
	Text268: (1) Embarked on initial implementation phases of the university's Energy and Climate Plan, including some regional conversions of steam piping to a hot water distribution system, detailed engineering studies for the supply-side solution, and investigation/piloting of the ground-source heat exchange potential on campus.(2) Launched the "Be Cardinal Green" campaign program, a series of six campus-wide campaigns intended to engage the community in taking specific action on individual focus areas within environmental sustainability (http://sustainable.stanford.edu/be_cardinal_green)(3) Expanded Building Level Sustainability program pilots to four additional campus buildings, and continued tracking performance in those with completed pilots to build a stronger business case for behavioral conservation programs at the building level. At present pilots completed in 14 buildings showed a sustained reduction in electricity consumption between 3% and 20% with an average simple payback period of less than 11 months. At present, there are 2 buildings with implementation underway and 91 identified as future program candidates, with a combined potential savings of $350,000 annually. (http://sustainable.stanford.edu/buildings_initiatives)(4) Added four new full-time sustainability professionals to university staff, including development of the new Facilities Energy Management group and associated roles (http://sustainable.stanford.edu/program_staff)(5) Launched a series of "how to" guides to supplement the Building Level Sustainability Program and address common questions from the Stanford Community (http://sustainable.stanford.edu/publications_and_reports).(6) Updated the "Students' Guide to Sustainable Living @ Stanford" and electronically distributed it to all incoming freshmen (http://sustainable.stanford.edu/sites/sem.stanford.edu/files/documents/SustainableLiving_at_Stanford_New.pdf)(7) Continued quarterly publication of the "Cardinal Green" newsletter (http://sustainable.stanford.edu/newsletter).(8) Expanded the Recycled Water Plant to serve more than a million square-feet of new construction. The plant uses water from cooling tower blow down to flush toilets and urinals in many new campus buildings. (9) Opened the 360,000 sq-ft Knight Management Center, set to achieve a Platinum LEED-NC certification this spring (http://www.gsb.stanford.edu/knightcenter/)(10) Opened the Huang Engineering Center (HEC) and Center for Nanoscale Science and Engineering (Nano) in the Science and Engineering Quad, adding 250,000 sq-ft of occupied space to the four-building, 500,000 sq-ft project. Building on the success of their predecessor, Y2E2, both HEC and Nano epitomize high-performance design and construction. Performance models suggest aggregate energy use in HEC and Nano, including plug loads, will be 42% and 37% less, respectively, than in standard buildings. Both buildings, use daylighting and photocell technology, employ a combination of natural ventilation and active chilled beams, and use the university’s recycled-water system to flush toilets and urinals. In the HEC auditorium, 316 seats were salvaged from the demolition of Kresge Auditorium, refurbished, and redeployed. Each building will have a 30kW DC solar photovoltaic installation complete operation by the end of 2010.(11) Published a comprehensive Year in Review document that included a chronological snapshot of sustainability-focused initiatives on campus as well as detailed metrics and trends over the past decade (http://sustainable.stanford.edu/sites/sem.stanford.edu/files/documents/Stanford_year_in_review10-11_metrics-trends.pdf).(12) Revised the Sustainability Work Group meeting format to alternate its focus between operations/infrastructure and behavior/awareness. This revised process has led to enhanced momentum and results in both areas.(13) Joined the AASHE STARS program as a charter member, and began work on the submission due later this year, including the creation of internal tools for gathering and tracking relevant data.(14) Produced a comprehensive educational video explaining critical features of Stanford’s Energy and Climate Plan to internal stakeholders as well as the campus and broader community (http://sustainable.stanford.edu/climate_video).(15) Interactive sustainability dashboards were installed on campus in Storey House, Donner House, HEC and Nano (http://www.buildingdashboard.com/clients/stanford/engineering/). More dashboard projects are in process, and the Y2E2 building should have a fully-functional dashboard in early summer 2011.(16) Bolstered the existing Sustainable Stanford website (http://sustainable.stanford.edu/)with new content and regular updates to better engage the Stanford community, including creation of the Be Cardinal Green pages, and expansion of the Events page and Building Initiatives page.(17) Continued to offer both campus-wide and building-level sustainability tours. Sustainability on the Farm tours are offered all major campus events, and Y2E2 tours are offered upon request (http://sustainable.stanford.edu/events).(18) Built stronger campus partnerships through tabling at various campus-focused events, including the staff resource fair, new student orientation, the wellness fair, and reunion/homecoming.(19) Worked with HR to ensure that Stanford’s sustainability story is featured during New Employee Orientation, and that all new employees understand the various programs offered to them.(20) Continued to provide direct student outreach by offering competitive internships through the Office of Sustainability. Positions throughout 2010 and 2011 included both technical, analysis-based roles, hands-on roles associated with building-level audits, and design/marketing roles, showcases the breadth of opportunities available in a sustainability-focused career.(21) Built stronger academic and institutional partnerships through various public presentations, including the on-campus Energy Seminar (http://energyseminar.stanford.edu/node/337) and the AASHE 2010 conference.(22) A Stanford University research team including professors Byron Reeves, Thomas Robinson, Banny Banerje, Precourt research associated Carrie Armelhas and 14 other faculty co-investigators, was awarded $6.27 million to develop an interactive software system that encourages people to be more energy efficient at home. The funding, which covers a two-year period, includes $4,992,651 from the U.S. Department of Energy’s Advanced Research Projects Agency-Energy (ARPA-E) and about $1.28 million in matching grants is anticipated to come from Stanford and the California Energy Commission. The Stanford team will focus on “smart technologies” designed to give consumers information about household energy consumption (http://news.stanford.edu/news/2009/october26/energy-efficiency-funds-102709.html and http://www.stanford.edu/group/peec/cgi-bin/docs/events/2010/becc/presentations/2F_CarrieArmel.pdf).
	Text269: Please review the Sustainable Stanford Year in Review publication, which reports sustainability metrics and trends and features more than 70 interesting initiatives and accomplishments from the past year. The document can be found online (http://sustainable.stanford.edu/sites/sem.stanford.edu/files/documents/Stanford_year_in_review10-11_metrics-trends.pdf).In addition, please consider the following unique initiatives:(1) CAMPUS-WIDE BE CARDINAL GREEN CAMPAIGNS. After rolling out various sustainability programs at Stanford, the Office of Sustainability still needed an exciting and practical platform for the entire community to become aware of sustainability programs at hand and better understand how they can be a part of them. The office realized that behavior-based conservation programs with attractive incentives and attainable goals yield impressive results. Therefore, Stanford’s Office of Sustainability formulated an annual series of goal driven campus campaigns in a 6-pack format that brings campus’ attention to six key areas of sustainability – climate, energy, water, waste, procurement, information technology and buildings. The office works with topic leads for each of these six areas to understand where they need outreach help and where there are opportunities for campus individuals to participate. The office helps formulate a goal and incentive driven campaign for the team.  The Office of Sustainability has developed a template for this campaign design and execution to a project schedule that each group finds value add and, fun and effective. Three campaigns have rolled out so far, and the schedule is full for the remainder of this calendar year. The campaigns not only engage the campus population in a fun and meaningful way, but also directly contribute to the bottom line. Please visit this link for more information (http://sustainable.stanford.edu/be_cardinal_green). (2) EXPANSION OF SERVICE LEARNING SUSTAINABILITY CLASS. As a leader in resource management, demonstrated through infrastructural improvements and efficiency programs, Stanford has great potential to couple operational achievements with program-based local actions that promote both resource conservation and an educational environment rich in sustainability offerings. Data compiled through program pilots and the first two years of full operation prove occupant awareness and action directly contribute to resource conservation, lower utility bills, and knowledge of a more collaborative work environment consistent with university commitment to sustainability as a core value. Development of academic courses that share the process of institutionalizing sustainability can encourage students to take leadership roles in implementing building-level behavioral programs. The successful service learning course CEE/ES 109 (Greening Buildings and Behavior) offers an overview of operations-based sustainability including energy, water, buildings, waste, and food systems, as well as hands-on, practical training to enable students to become sustainability coordinators for their dorms or departments. The final class project requires students to complete building-level audits and create recommendations for behavior-based program implementation within a strategically selected building. Class participants are welcome to capitalize on the momentum from the final project and join the Office of Sustainability as interns to transform their proposals into action. Please visit this link for more information (http://sustainable.stanford.edu/students -- choose to expand "take a class or three" from the menu).(3) BUSINESS CASE FOR THE BUILDING LEVEL SUSTAINABILITY PROGRAM. Behavior-based conservation programs yield lower energy and cost savings than those achieved via major building system retrofits, but such programs engage individuals and make sustainability more tangible. When purposefully constructed and executed, an appealing business case can be made for behavior-based conservation programs. Building Level Sustainability Program pilots completed in 14 buildings showed a sustained reduction in electricity consumption between 3% and 20% with an average simple payback period of less than 11 months. At present, there are 2 buildings with implementation underway and 91 identified as future program candidates, with a combined potential savings of $350,000 annually. Stanford's eight step toolkit includes a review of program goals and design, the evolution of pilots to gain insight, a diagnostic survey to assess awareness, interest, and predict savings, education and training for staff and students, candidate building evaluation to systematically prioritize participation, program evaluation, development of a business case to prove program viability, and a “next steps” action menu for group-specific sustainability coordinators to ensure consistency. Unique pillars of the program include an attractive rebate program to incentivize purchases of timers and Smart Strips and online resources to guide participants through specific actions. Please visit this link for more information (http://sustainable.stanford.edu/buildings_initiatives).


